
Trafsoft	Methodology	for	Adding	Signs	within	RSD	(Road	Signs	Design	Software	to	
the	RSC	(Road	Sign	Capture)	Console	Data	Base	

RSC	(Road	Signs	Capture) With this new function within RSD, The Software Suite that puts all your sign
data, pictures, documents in one place.

Acronyms used:

RSD – Road Signs Design (Detail Design Software)
RSC – Road Sign Capture (Web Based Road Sign Database)
Console – Web Based Database

Step one:
Signs are designed as usual in RSD

After saving your detail design to your directory, the user is prompted to save and add a position to the
RSC Console. You are given the option to turn this function off. The system will remind you of this
function on each restart of RSD.

Step two:

The RSC Module opens from where the signs are positioned within the console as a group in a random position.
The user will be prompted to correct the position after each save, as well as any attribute associated with the
design. The user has the option to disable this function and or only perform the repositioning after RSD is closed.

Step three: (RSC Console)

The detail design with associated saved file name (sgx, Pdf, and Jpg) are autosaved in the console database.
An automated unique sign ID is generated by the system.
The user collectively “grabs” the signs and moves them to the correct position on the map, e.g., an entire
intersection was designed, then each sign is placed in the correct position.

General:

The username and password for the RSC Console user is auto generated and mailed to the user.
The username by default is the email address registered for RSD.
The signs uploaded are linked to the user by way of registered RSD email address.
A route name and node number for the signs are auto generated using the users company name as registered
for RSD. The creator or designer of the sign has editing / admin rights on their signs, the user will have the ability
to share his project with his client.

A batch of signs are assigned to a project / client, in this way reports and quantities can be filtered per project /
client. The project manager allows one to group multiple RSD signs against a project.  Once the designs are
linked it provides the following information with regards to the project. Total area for all signs in the project. Total
number of supports needed for signs in the project.
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The	RSD	Project	manager	is	activated	on	request	for	a	license.	
	

	
	
	
Opens	RSC	Console	from	within	RSD.	
	

	
	



Save	detail	design.	
After saving your detail design to your directory, the user is prompted to save and add a position to the RSC
Console. The RSC Console is automatically opened. A user account and password is automatically created,
these are emailed to the user, to login to the RSC without having to work through RSD.

Sign	Details	in	RSC	Console.	
The RSC Console is automatically opened, the position is auto zoomed to the allocated position of the sign. The
sign is also allocated a unique ID number.

	
	
	
	



	
Correct	the	signs’	position.	
With the Editing Tools on the left of the console, all the sign’s attributes can be edited, and repositioned, etc.

Attributes	relating	to	the	sign.	
Three files are created automatically and uploaded to the console, i.e. pdf, jpg and sgx. Photos of installed signs
can be uploaded once the signs have been installed.

	
	
	



	
Example	of	Quantities	for	an	intersection.	
	

Example	of	Layout	Plan	for	an	intersection.	

            Route  R23 P6/2 , Node '4020'
S=Square Sign Face Area Supports Excavation Pole

Sign ID Number Sign Number Sign Type R=Round Action Width Height Info Height Sign Area Info Area <2 >2<10 >10 No. of No. of Dia Depth Cubic Diameter Length
T=Triangular mm mm mm m2 m2 m2 m2 m2 Poles Stays mm mm m3 mm measure

R23P6/2-4020-GCL GCL GD2 S Newly Installed 3307 1000 0 3,307 0,000 3,307 2 0 1200 1000 2,26 76X2 8200
R23P6/2-4020-BDE BDE GD2 S Newly Installed 2039 600 0 1,223 0,000 1,223 2 0 900 700 0,89 76X2 6800
R23P6/2-4020-DMJ DMJ GD2 S Newly Installed 3247 1000 0 3,247 0,000 3,247 2 0 1200 1000 2,26 76X2 8200
R23 P6/2-4020-SHU SHU GL2 S Newly Installed 759 208 0 0,158 0,000 0,158 2 0 900 700 0,89 76X2 6016
R23P6/2-4020-GSU GSU GD1 GD2 S Newly Installed 5140 3240 0 16,654 0,000 16,654 3 0 1200 1200 4,07 100X4 19620
R23P6/2-4020-OOO OOO GD1 GD2 S Newly Installed 5079 2720 0 13,815 0,000 13,815 3 0 1200 1200 4,07 100X2 18060
R23P6/2-4020-ZMF ZMF GD2 S Newly Installed 2926 570 0 1,668 0,000 1,668 2 0 900 700 0,89 76X2 6740

TOTALS: 0 40,072 0,000 3,049 6,554 30,46848 16 0 15,34 73636


